APOSTOLIC – Your Problem-Solving Life Assignment
(Summary of “The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life” p:84-101)
It is your responsibility to identify each of the Kingdom assignments in your life. This is not an easy task,
and it’s made even more difficult by the way we think religiously about it. By that I mean, we think
ministry assignments rather than life assignments.
We have been indoctrinated that our purpose in life relates to doing churchy things. Even if we now have
a Kingdom mindset, our idea of our life’s assignments will be dominated by doing things in and for the
church.
Humanity was placed on this planet to enjoy it, to reproduce and fill it with more of us and to oversee it
for our Father. Actually, Adam’s prime task was to be a gardener, to see Edenic conditions expand to fill
the whole Earth.
The church as an institution has produced a sacred-secular divide which has marred our real purposes in
life, taking us away from having a key role on the planet to a singular one of priesthood. This needs to be
completely dismantled so we can be released into the purpose for which we were placed on this planet.
To help with our reprogramming, Mike Murdock gives us a refreshing, realistic new view – a new take –
on our Kingdom life by looking at it from a wisdom perspective. He analyses life and describes it as a
problem-solving activity. This is actually how we all live our lives in the natural, and we’ve completely
missed it due to our religious programming. The advances in technology are all about problem-solving
and everything that we do each day is the same – e.g.
1. I feel hungry.
2. How do I alleviate that situation?
3. My experience has taught me to eat and it will go away.
See? Problem-solving is always there.
Mike Murdock1 gives some important information about our life’s assignment from this problem-solving
perspective.
1. Everyone has the responsibility to discern what their assignment may be for them.
2. Don’t look to others to define your assignments – it’s not their responsibility.
3. You were created specifically for a set of tasks and you’re the only one that can do it.
4. You must find out what your anointings and callings are and know them well.
5. Build your life around your gifts every day so you do what you were created to do.
6. Stay within your expertise which is the area/s you have divine solutions.
7. Your assignment in life will be to someone who has a problem that you will solve.
8. There is always someone who needs you to solve a problem for them.
9. You have been skilled and qualified to be the perfect solution for someone.
10. You have heightened levels of perception in your assignment area/s.
11. This heightening is the clue you need to identify your life anointing and calling.
12. You will notice more problems in the area you are assigned to be the solution.
13. You are expected to move quickly to solve problems where you are assigned.
14. God will provide for you to be the solution to each person to whom you are assigned.
1 – Mike Murdock (2001) “The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life”, The Wisdom Center: Ft. Worth, Tx
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15. You will always have the ability and the provision to solve problems in any assignment.
16. Rely on Holy Spirit to answer all your questions.
17. Stay continually connected to Holy Spirit and in total dependency on him.
18. You cannot supply a problem’s solution if you don’t confront the problem.
19. Any problem that you permit to remain will always continue to be a problem.
20. People’s problems occur at critical times in their lives.
21. The person’s attitude is more important to God than their problem you are solving.
22. Holy Spirit will sometimes forbid you to solve some people’s problems.
23. You will receive compassion for the person with the problem you are to solve.
24. You will receive understanding about each problem you are to solve.
25. There will be adequate time for you to solve every problem.
26. Your ability and calling will produce confidence in the person with the problem.
27. You are a reward to somebody from God.
28. You are exactly what Father has organised for this person.
29. You are needed in a specific time, a specific place and with a specific person (or people).
30. You are not assigned to every person.
31. You are not assigned everywhere.
32. You are not called to solve every type of problem.
33. You are not blessed wherever you go.
34. You are blessed when you are willing to go wherever you’re sent, to please Father.
35. Your location determines what you see.
36. Those who are around you determine Heaven’s favour that is released to you.
37. Your responsibility is to look for opportunities to bless & strengthen others.
38. Your responsibility is to look for opportunities to heal others.
39. God-given anger at a problem produces determination for resolution which the enemy hates.
40. Properly focussed, God-given anger creates miraculous change.
41. Great peace and fulfilment will come when you discover who you were assigned to.
42. Inner peace and joy are the affirmations that confirm each assignment.
43. Assignments come out of our intimacy with Father.
44. Staying in Father’s presence and being obedient when an assignment is released causes him to
give you the desire to complete it.
45. Your assignments will not impinge on your intimate time with Father.
46. Fully embrace every season of your life that God puts you through so that you extract every
possible benefit from them.
47. Don’t run away from your own problems, just locate the person who’s assignment it is to solve it.
SOME IMPORTANT POINTS:
• “Refuse to be manipulated, dominated or intimidated by the unreasonable demands and expectations of
others.”2
2 – “The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life” p:91
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• You must see your [God-given] anger as an instruction from God to stay in The Secret Place to find the
solution for the problem, obtain the weapons to destroy the enemy, and develop a daily agenda designed
by The Holy Spirit...to create change”3
• “Behavior permitted is behavior perpetuated.”4
• “If you can adapt to your present, you will never enter your future. Only those who cannot tolerate the
present are qualified to enter their future.”5
Finally, some critical advise from Mike: “You cannot work on the wrong job, for the wrong boss, doing
the wrong things for 40 hours a week and wonder why two hours per week in church does not change
your life!”6
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3 – “The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life” p:101
4 – “The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life” p:97
5 – “The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life” p:99
6 – “The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life” p:108
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